Slack Usage Policy

Welcome to TAG's Slack Space

Slack serves as a means for TAG members to exchange knowledge, build and strengthen their peer networks, and incubate ideas that serve the mission of philanthropy.

TAG’s Slack space is reserved for current TAG members who agree to abide by the policies below.

If a TAG member leaves their organization, upon request and upon approval of the Executive Director, access to the TAG Slack can be provided for up to one month after departure.

Usage Policies

Usage of Slack is granted to current TAG members only. Members not in accordance with the following policies will be removed:

- DO communicate in a manner that is positive, inclusive, and respectful.
- DO take care to avoid sharing content that is lewd or offensive, that perpetuate stereotypes, or that convey an implicit bias, even where humor is intended.
- DO NOT discuss personnel-related or other sensitive, confidential matters.
- DO NOT solicit members. All channels are solicitation-free zones except for the #plugs-and-promo channel where vendors, partners, and providers who are current TAG members may share promotional posts.

In addition, TAG allows for up to 10 members of an Associate Organization (consultant/partner/vendor) to have access to the TAG Slack. DO NOT contact people on Slack publicly or privately with sales-related inquiries.

Twice a year, the space will be audited to ensure current members only are included and that the policies above are being followed.

Disclaimer

Please note that Slack is not an official system of record (SoR), which is defined as an authoritative source for a foundation record, as well as the system used to store and access
records for audit or regulatory reporting purposes. Slack is not a document management system or document repository.